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türkçe dil ekranları, içeriği 20e.The present invention relates to the general field of charging stations
for supplying rechargeable batteries of electric vehicles. An electric vehicle is generally fitted with a

circuit for detecting the presence of a charging station, which sets off a warning signal when the
charging station is in sight and prompts the user to give appropriate instructions. An example of

such a system is described in particular in document WO-A-98/19186. This document describes an
automatic charging station that takes into account the location and availability of the services that it
provides. It provides the user with indications concerning the availability of the charging station in

the surroundings of the vehicle and with indications concerning a timetable for charging the
batteries of the vehicle. Nevertheless, the user is sometimes not entirely convinced of the

instructions or indication instructions that have been given to him by the system and does not
understand the instructions. There is also no guarantee that the charging station which has been

selected for the vehicle is indeed the closest one, and in any case, it is not guaranteed that it will be
fitted with the capacity that the vehicle requires. An object of the present invention is to remedy
these drawbacks by proposing a charging station of electric vehicle which better adapts to the

availability and location of the services. The invention thus relates to a charging station for supplying
batteries of electric vehicles that comprises a visual recognition module for recognizing, at least
during the charging operation, the presence or absence of an electric vehicle having an exit, a

communication module for sending a charging instruction of a predetermined type and an
information module connected to the visual recognition module and the communication module.

According to the invention, in a preferred mode, the information module comprises a database that
stores in a predetermined format at least one type of information concerning the stations that are

installed. The information is preferably stored in relation to a predetermined number of units of
electricity.
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